INNOVATIVE & COMPLETE GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL APPLICATIONS
Ceodeux Meditec is the medical range of the Rotarex Group, worldwide leader in the valves production and one of the major actor of the global gas equipment market for more than 90 years. Always in touch with your needs, the company provides you the highest level of quality and Safety through its gas supply systems from source to patient.

ALPI-LINE
THE ADAPTED SOLUTION FOR MEDICAL GAS SUPPLY IN HOSPITALS
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THIS REPRESENTS ONE OF THE POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS IN HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT:
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**M859 ALPI | MULTI CYLINDER EXTENSIONS**

Left or right, 2 or 3 cylinders extension for medical gas and switch over boards and emergency modules

**SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE**
- Suitable for all types of medical gases
- O-ring sealing for a proper tightness level
- Integration of hole at each inlet for safety cable fixation

**REDUCED COSTS**
- Ready-to-install elements
- Flexible thanks to its universal design

---

**M820 / M825 ALPI-SWITCH | SWITCH OVER BOARD**

Automatic Supply System with Manual Reset is made for hospitals and medical clinics

**SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE**
- Suitable for Oxygen and all medical gases
- Enables a continuous gas supply
- Good looking design with possible alarm integration

**REDUCED COSTS**
- Empty cylinder replacement without interrupting gas flow
- Automatic switch from the source in service to the one in reserve

---

**M858 | ALPI-LINK CONNECTION PIGTAILS**

Straight or elbow pigtail ideally suited to connect ALPI-SWITCH / ALPI-SAFE to extensions or extensions together in order to connect more gas cylinders

**SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE**
- Suitable for Oxygen and all medical gases
- Enables connection for more gas cylinders
- Pre-defined dimensions for a perfect positioning

**REDUCED COSTS**
- Ready-to-install elements (with a simple wrench)
- Flexible thanks to its universal design whatever the configuration is

---

**ALPI-NRV HP | HIGH PRESSURE NON-RETURN VALVE**

High pressure non-return valve for medical gas distribution systems
- For all medical gases
- Metal-Metal Sealing
- Integrated filter
- No vibration

**SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE**
- Prevent any high pressure exposure in case of failure
- Flexible product able to connected on switchover board directly or cylinder extension

**REDUCED COSTS**
- Ready-to-install elements (with a simple wrench)
- Flexible thanks to its universal design whatever the configuration is
M850 ALPI-MSV  |  SECTION VALVE

- Main Section Valve for hospitals and medical clinics gas supply system
- Connects ALPI-SWITCH, ALPI-SAFE and Ultimate/Maintenance sources together in order to get one single outlet whatever the source in service
- Enables isolation and/or selection of a specific source
- Suitable for Oxygen and all medical gases (Breathing Air, CO2, N2O)

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
- Made in one block which improves global system tightness and reduces potential leakage points.
- Filled with a safety relief valve in case of over pressure
- Innovative and proven ball valve technology

REDUCED COSTS
- Easy installation with all components mounted on an Omega plate
- Quicker maintenance operations
- Designed for a long service lifetime

ALL RIGHTS OF CHANGE RESERVED

FX 02  |  CYLINDER FLEXIBLE HOSES

Flexible hoses for various pressures used for connecting supply boards, switch over boards and other equipment at the source of gas supply

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
- Adaptable with various pressures
- Compatible with neutral and corrosive gases
- Equipped with a stainless steel safety cable as a safety best practice

REDUCED COSTS
- Longer lifetime value

ALPI-NRV HP  |  LOW PRESSURE NON-RETURN VALVE

Low pressure non-return valve for medical gas distribution systems
- For all medical gases
- Metal-Metal Sealing
- Integrated filter
- No vibration

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
- Prevent any low pressure exposure in case of failure
- Flexible product able to connected on switchover board directly or cylinder extension

REDUCED COSTS
- Ready-to-install elements (with a simple wrench)
- Flexible thanks to its universal design whatever the configuration is

M830 ALPI-SAFE  |  SAFETY SUPPLY BOARD

- Safety Supply System for hospitals and medical clinics
- Enables gas supply continuity if both primary and secondary sources are unable to supply the gas pipelines or for maintenance purpose
- Suitable for Oxygen and all medical gases (Breathing Air, CO2, N2O)
- Permanently connected with an automatic activation
- Attractive design thanks to its protective plastic cover

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
- Permanently connected with an automatic activation
- Attractive design thanks to its protective plastic cover

REDUCED COSTS
- Enables gas supply continuity if both primary and secondary sources are unable to supply the gas pipelines or for maintenance purpose

FROM SOURCE...
M840 ALPI REG2 | DOUBLE LINE PRESSURE REGULATOR

SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
- Suitable for oxygen and all medical gases
- Gas supply continuity thanks to its triple safety level

CEODEUX MEDITEC HELPS YOUR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

CENTRAL GAS SUPPLY COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

PRESSURE REGULATORS, FLOW METERS, QUICK PROBES AND ACCESSORIES

MEDICAL CYLINDER VALVES

CEODEUX MEDITEC, YOUR PARTNER FOR ALL MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
WHO IS CÉODEUX MÉDITEC?

CÉODEUX MÉDITEC WHICH IS THE MEDICAL DIVISION OF THE ROTAREX GROUP, BENEFITS OF THE 90 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF THE COMPANY.

It represents one of the major actor of the medical gas market for more than 20 years and which 700,000 medical installations all over the world.

The seriousness, the product quality and the high level of safety were approved by the largest gas experts who chose Céodeux Meditec as a privileged partner:

WHY WORK WITH OUR RANGE?

★ Complete solution
★ “Ready to install” system
★ Experience & expertise
★ Innovation brought by a performant R&D
★ Harmonization of the full range
★ A smart material choice
★ Good design & environment integration

SOME OF OUR INSTALLATIONS
A PROVEN SUPPLIER OF THE WORLDWIDE MARKET

HOW TO CONTACT US?

★ YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE:

+33 380 47 61 00  boesmt@rotarex.com

★ YOUR DIRECT CONTACT

PHILIPPE STEIN
Commercial
Tel.: +33 1 69 73 89 51
E-mail: stein.philippe@rotarex.com

www.rotarex.com